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A crystal, three-dimensional image without restrictions Sun, rain and dust - thanks to the proven solid Steiner design,
the binoculars face every weather condition and enable clean, three-dimensional observations even in extreme
conditions. UltraSharp Safari with a new, innovative optics The UltraSharp series optics are based on the proven and
well-rounded Safari series. Steiner is also introducing a new standard for compact binoculars from the outside - the
binoculars are very secure in the hand. Good brightness and sharpness also at the edges of the field of view and very
good reproduction of colors and plasticity - these are the features that distinguish the Steiner Safari Ultrasharp
binoculars. Now with the practical Sport-Auto-Focus Plus The STEINER Sport-Auto-Focus system ensures that images
from 20 meters to infinity are always perfectly sharp, without the need for adjustment during observation in order to
follow the object or the session. In addition, the binoculars are equipped with an innovative additional function - with one
turn of the knob you can change the binoculars for observations over a distance of 2 to 20 meters. Thanks to this, the
Steiner Safari UltraSharp 8x30 binoculars are incredibly practical and versatile. Technical parameters â€¢ Lens diameter:
30 mm â€¢ Zoom: 8x â€¢ Exit pupil: 3.75 mm â€¢ Construction of prisms: porro â€¢ Material of glass elements: optical gla
BaK-4 â€¢ Minimum distance of observation: 2 m â€¢ Field of view: 6.9 ° / 120 m / 1000 m â€¢ Twilight efficiency: 15.5 â€¢
Anti-reflective layers: MC â€¢ Rubberized body: YES â€¢ Resistance to weather conditions: YES â€¢ Water resistance:
YES â€¢ Working temperature range: from -20 ° C to + 70 ° C â€¢ Focus adjustment system: Sports-Auto-Focus Plus
(individually each eyepiece + large depth of field) â€¢ Case: YES â€¢ Dimensions: 166 x 120 x 57 mm â€¢ Weight: 611 g
Usage scenery birds hunting sailing military Warranty 10 years
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